FAN ENGAGEMENT PLAN 2023/24
We give you, our word. I give you, my word
I want to emphasise my unwavering commitment to regularly engaging with our FAB, Fans’ Forum, official independent supporters trust, and official supporter groups throughout the season to hear their feedback and to inform our work. Plus, I will attend at least three of the four formal quarterly meetings with both FAB and Fans’ Forum.

This plan details our approach to fan engagement, some of the activities we have delivered over the last year and what we hope to achieve in the future.

We firmly believe that maintaining an ongoing and open dialogue is essential in enhancing fan engagement. We encourage you to reach out to us, either directly or through your fan representatives, to share your valuable ideas and feedback.

Thank you for your loyal support and, we look forward to the conversations ahead.

Collette Roche, Chief Operating Officer and Nominated Board Level Official for Fan Engagement

At Manchester United, we believe our fans are the heart and soul of our club, making it the greatest football club in the world. We appreciate every one of you, and we want you to know just how important you are to us. Your voice matters, and we are committed to making sure you feel heard and valued.

We understand that listening and involving you in every aspect of the club is paramount. By joining forces in partnership, we can make decisions that lead to even more remarkable experiences for everyone involved. Together, we can create a warm and welcoming atmosphere that sets us apart from all other clubs and lives up to the name of Manchester United.

THE BEGINNING OF AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY

We are excited to announce the launch of our very first Fan Engagement Plan – a new milestone that showcases our deep commitment to you, our incredible fans. This plan is a heartfelt expression of our dedication to bringing you even closer to the heart of our club.

Just as you’d expect, we have fully supported the Premier League’s commitment to developing a new Fan Engagement Standard and have worked with them and our Fans’ Advisory Board (FAB) to develop it. We’re proud of the contribution we’ve made in helping make it a reality not just for us, but for all clubs and all supporters. Together, we’ll continue to champion a fan-first mindset and create a deep bond between fans, the club and our players.

WE ARE ALL UNITED AS FANS

As a fan myself, but also as Chief Operating Officer and our Nominated Board Level Official for Fan Engagement, I am especially committed to putting you at the heart of our club.

We take immense pride in our diverse fan base and the 284 official Supporters’ Clubs we have across the world. Each one of you plays a vital role in making our club what it is today, and we are incredibly grateful for the unwavering loyalty and incredible support you offer our team. Wherever we play, at home, away, in Europe or further afield on tour, it’s this passion and dedication that makes this club so special.

WE ALWAYS STRIVE FOR GREATNESS

In the past year, we’ve made significant strides in enhancing the fan experience. However, we know we must do more by working with our supporters and recognised fan groups to drive change and to build trust.

Our commitment to you is that we will listen, we will act in your interests, we will communicate with honesty and transparency, and that together we will make supporting Manchester United the best experience it can be. We will review and refresh this plan on an annual basis, ensuring that it remains relevant, responsive, and aligned with your evolving needs.

We want to build a strong and trusting relationship with fans, ensuring that each one of you feels truly valued and proud to support Manchester United, no matter where you are in the world.

To achieve this, we will embrace and encourage meaningful consultation between the club and fans on all matters that impact supporters. This is to ensure we make better decisions which benefit everyone connected with Manchester United.

OUR FAN ENGAGEMENT STATEMENT. OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU.
The FAB, which meets four times per year, and comprises seven fan members:

- A Fan Co-Chairperson
- Two elected fan forum members
- Two representatives appointed by the Manchester United Supporters Trust (MUST)
- Two joint club-fan co-appointees

And seven Club Members:

- A club Co-Chairperson
- Up to five senior club representatives
- One of the club’s Executive Co-Chairmen will attend FAB meetings on a regular basis (at least one per season)
- And a Co-Chair appointed special advisor.
As well as working closely with our Fans’ Forum and FAB, we also have long established relations with many fan groups.

This includes our official independent supporters trust, MUST, who we meet and engage with on a regular basis and who have positions on our FF and FAB. We have worked with MUST over a long period across a range of topics including supporter share ownership, ticketing policies and other match-going fan issues, our commitments in response to the failed European Super League (ESL) and our response to COVID and to the government’s Fan-led Review.

We support the great work of our disabled supporter’s association, MUDSA, and have recently worked with them on the development of our accessibility areas, spending over £11m to give fans with disabilities greater access to Old Trafford. The MUDSA Chair is a member of our Fans’ Forum. We have formed a close partnership with The Red Army (TRA) – an independent fan group who have significantly improved the atmosphere at home games and success of our women’s team witnessing the remarkable growth over the past few seasons.

We are absolutely delighted to collaborate with the fan-led Manchester Munich Memorial Foundation (MMMF). Together, we have at least one official Supporters’ Club in every country in the world. If you are interested in starting a club or want to gain support this network and to bring all fans, wherever they are located, closer to the club they love.

There are many benefits provided to being part of a MUSC these include:

- Game screenings, bringing fans who can’t attend the game in person together to share their love and passion of the club
- Access to MUFC Legends for member events such as zoom calls and functions
- Anniversary commemoration: we take an MUSC delegation pitch-side for photos with a Legend and to present a signed shirt to celebrate their milestone anniversary
- Biennial thank you dinner which includes: 360 attendees, signed merchandise, complimentary bar, dinner, Legend speech & entertainment
- Monthly e-newsletter
- Monthly Teams call with Supporter Liaison Officer
- Tour 23 activity. Our vision is to have at least one official Supporters’ Club in every country in the world. If you are interested in starting a club or want to gain official status for your current club then please get in touch!

We want to continue supporting our existing clubs whilst also helping new clubs form and gain official status. This summer we were delighted to welcome five new clubs in the USA as part of our Tour 23 activity. Our vision is to expand the Red Army.

How to get involved
Find your nearest club and sign up:

- Game screenings, bringing fans who can’t attend the game in person together to share their love and passion of the club
- Access to MUFC Legends for member events such as zoom calls and functions
- Anniversary commemoration: we take an MUSC delegation pitch-side for photos with a Legend and to present a signed shirt to celebrate their milestone anniversary
- Biennial thank you dinner which includes: 360 attendees, signed merchandise, complimentary bar, dinner, Legend speech & entertainment
- Monthly e-newsletter
- Monthly Teams call with Supporter Liaison Officer
- Tour 23 activity. Our vision is to have at least one official Supporters’ Club in every country in the world. If you are interested in starting a club or want to gain official status for your current club then please get in touch!

We are proud to have 284 official Supporters’ Clubs in 94 countries across the world. This global family of fans, united by their unwavering love and passion for Manchester United, is the true essence of what makes our club extraordinary. We are determined to grow and support this network and to bring all fans, wherever they are located, closer to the club they love.

The Rainbow Devils is our LGBTQ+ Supporters’ Club and we are working closely with them on a range of activities. Together, we are dedicated to advancing LGBTQ+ inclusion in football, making meaningful strides towards equality. Their input and support are invaluable, particularly in shaping our All Red All Equal campaign and our efforts to eradicate discriminatory chanting in football. As we look forward to the 23/24 season, we are thrilled to announce that the Chair of Rainbow Devils has joined our Fans’ Forum.

We take immense pride in our collaboration with the fan-led registered charity, the Manchester Munich Memorial Foundation (MMMF). Together, we have undertaken meaningful initiatives to honour the memory of the Munich Air Disaster on its 65th anniversary in February 2023. Additionally, we worked closely with MMMF on the creation of a statue dedicated to the legendary Jimmy Murphy, which now proudly stands at the Stretford End.

The Manchester United Disabled Supporters Association (MUDSA) has worked with the government’s Fan-led Review.

The Manchester United Women’s Football Club provides opportunities to all fans, united by their unwavering love and passion for Manchester United, is the true essence of what makes our club extraordinary. We are determined to grow and support this network and to bring all fans, wherever they are located, closer to the club they love.

In 2023 we are thrilled to announce that the Munich Munich Memorial Foundation (MMMF) has joined our Fans’ Forum.

We have formed a close partnership with The Red Army (TRA) – an independent fan group who have significantly improved the atmosphere at home games and success of our women’s team witnessing the remarkable growth over the past few seasons.

We want to continue supporting our existing clubs whilst also helping new clubs form and gain official status. This summer we were delighted to welcome five new clubs in the USA as part of our Tour 23 activity. Our vision is to have at least one official Supporters’ Club in every country in the world. If you are interested in starting a club or want to gain official status for your current club then please get in touch!

We are proud to have 284 official Supporters’ Clubs in 94 countries across the world. This global family of fans, united by their unwavering love and passion for Manchester United, is the true essence of what makes our club extraordinary. We are determined to grow and support this network and to bring all fans, wherever they are located, closer to the club they love.

The Rainbow Devils is our LGBTQ+ Supporters’ Club and we are working closely with them on a range of activities. Together, we are dedicated to advancing LGBTQ+ inclusion in football, making meaningful strides towards equality. Their input and support are invaluable, particularly in shaping our All Red All Equal campaign and our efforts to eradicate discriminatory chanting in football. As we look forward to the 23/24 season, we are thrilled to announce that the Chair of Rainbow Devils has joined our Fans’ Forum.

We take immense pride in our collaboration with the fan-led registered charity, the Manchester Munich Memorial Foundation (MMMF). Together, we have undertaken meaningful initiatives to honour the memory of the Munich Air Disaster on its 65th anniversary in February 2023. Additionally, we worked closely with MMMF on the creation of a statue dedicated to the legendary Jimmy Murphy, which now proudly stands at the Stretford End.
UNITING THE COMMUNITY

At Manchester United, we wholeheartedly believe in providing the highest levels of service to our fans. Making you feel valued and heard is our top priority. However, we understand that sometimes things may not go as planned. If we fall short of meeting our own high standards, we want to make it right.

If we do not meet our standards of performance, you can write to the relevant Manager or our Customer Care Team, as detailed in the Complaints & Grievance Procedure, in our Fan Charter. And if you are not satisfied with this response, you will be advised where you should further escalate your complaint to, as this could be the Independent Football Ombudsman (IFO).

We understand that the impact of football extends far beyond the boundaries of the pitch. Together with Manchester United Foundation, we are dedicated to creating a positive social impact in the communities around our facilities.

As part of this campaign, we introduced “happy to talk benches” on the forecourt at Old Trafford, serving as a welcoming spot for those feeling lonely or in need of someone to talk to. The response from our caring and generous supporters was heartwarming. During the Manchester derby, fans kindly donated warm clothing such as hats, scarves, gloves, and coats, which were then distributed to the local community, bringing warmth and comfort to those who needed it most.

Manchester United Foundation plays a crucial role in inspiring the passion for the club to uplift communities and improve the lives of young people. Through educational programmes, promoting social awareness, and forming impactful partnerships, the Foundation aims to make a significant difference to people’s lives. Recent initiatives include a sleep-out at Old Trafford that raised over £25,000 for the homeless charity Centrepoint, and a number of activations to benefit local young people including the return of player visits to local hospitals over the festive season.

Manchester United Foundation plays a crucial role in using the passion for the club to uplift communities and improve the lives of young people. Through educational programmes, promoting social awareness, and forming impactful partnerships, the Foundation aims to make a significant difference to people’s lives. Recent initiatives include a sleep-out at Old Trafford that raised over £25,000 for the homeless charity Centrepoint, and a number of activations to benefit local young people including the return of player visits to local hospitals over the festive season.

FACTS AND FIGURES

- Ability for season ticket holders to sell their ticket back to the club for a full refund for games you cannot attend, or to donate the ticket cost to MU Foundation (raising over £500k last season).
- Following requests from fans, we worked with the FAB to agree that all the seating in the Stretford End will be returned to General Admission for the start of the 2024/25 season.
- Removal of the automatic cup scheme and introduction of more flexible options for fans to choose which cup competitions to attend, including introduction of the Cup Season Ticket, giving over 6,000 more fans the chance to secure their seat for all cup games.
-试点并推广了安全站立，包括2,000更多的座位，在2023/24赛季开始时，让球迷有更多的选择方式观看比赛。
- Changes to the way we allocate returned away tickets/European away tickets following season ticket holder polls and Fans’ Forum discussions.

KEEPING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

At Manchester United, we wholeheartedly believe in providing the highest levels of service to our fans. Making you feel valued and heard is our top priority. However, we understand that sometimes things may not go as planned. If we fall short of meeting our own high standards, we want to make it right.

As part of this campaign, we introduced “happy to talk benches” on the forecourt at Old Trafford, serving as a welcoming spot for those feeling lonely or in need of someone to talk to. The response from our caring and generous supporters was heartwarming. During the Manchester derby, fans kindly donated warm clothing such as hats, scarves, gloves, and coats, which were then distributed to the local community, bringing warmth and comfort to those who needed it most.

Manchester United Foundation plays a crucial role in inspiring the passion for the club to uplift communities and improve the lives of young people. Through educational programmes, promoting social awareness, and forming impactful partnerships, the Foundation aims to make a significant difference to people’s lives. Recent initiatives include a sleep-out at Old Trafford that raised over £25,000 for the homeless charity Centrepoint, and a number of activations to benefit local young people including the return of player visits to local hospitals over the festive season.

Manchester United Foundation plays a crucial role in using the passion for the club to uplift communities and improve the lives of young people. Through educational programmes, promoting social awareness, and forming impactful partnerships, the Foundation aims to make a significant difference to people’s lives. Recent initiatives include a sleep-out at Old Trafford that raised over £25,000 for the homeless charity Centrepoint, and a number of activations to benefit local young people including the return of player visits to local hospitals over the festive season.

Fact and Figures

- Ability for season ticket holders to sell their ticket back to the club for a full refund for games you cannot attend, or to donate the ticket cost to MU Foundation (raising over £500k last season).
- Following requests from fans, we worked with the FAB to agree that all the seating in the Stretford End will be returned to General Admission for the start of the 2024/25 season.
- Changes to the way we allocate returned away tickets/European away tickets following season ticket holder polls and Fans’ Forum discussions.
Making fans central to what we do

We are working hard to build that connection between fans, the club and the team. This has included:

- Further strengthening our fans’ forum by adding additional roles to represent our under 21 fans’ and members of our loyalty pot.
- ‘I love United’ event in Kolkata setting a new record for a screening in India with over 7,000 fans attending and 140,000 ticket requests.
- We worked in collaboration with fan groups and the Murphy family to honour the great Jimmy Murphy’s immense contribution to Manchester United with the unveiling of his statue in May, which now stands proud at the Stretford End
- Launching our ‘United for the Fans’ campaign, helping us to connect with fans no matter where they are in the world. This includes a weekly Ask the Manager Q&A and culminates in #FanFriday giveaways at the end of the week.

Ian Stirling Fan Award

Earlier this year, we were all devastated by the sudden and premature passing of Ian Stirling. Over more than 20 years as a leading member of the Independent Manchester United Supporters Association (IMUSA) and subsequently the Supporters Trust (MUST), Ian dedicated his time to representing the interests of his fellow supporters with the club. Most recently he performed the role of Independent Supporter Liaison Officer (ISLO) and was a member of both the Fans’ Forum and the inaugural Fans Advisory Board.

Ian’s immediate passing was marked by tributes at Old Trafford against Southampton as the team wore black armbands and a wreath was placed on Ian’s seat. Subsequently, following discussion with the Fans’ Advisory Board and Fans’ Forum we introduced the Ian Stirling Fan Award. This annual award recognises a fan who has made a significant contribution to the club, their community or fellow fans. It was wholly fitting that Ian himself was the first recipient of this award which was presented to his wife Lynn and daughter Lucy at the Player of the Year Awards in May.

Loyalty takes centre stage

We are incredibly fortunate to have the most loyal and dedicated fans in the world of sport. We deeply value your commitment, and we are eager to recognise and reward it. Here are some recent examples of how we’ve shown our appreciation:

- Giving fans the chance to play a match at Old Trafford and to train at the iconic Cliff Training Ground
- Recognising some of our most loyal fans by including them as the handshake on the front cover of our United Review matchday programme.
- Supporters’ Club activity including a dinner at Old Trafford where we welcomed over 300 fans from 150 clubs across the world, marking milestones for long-standing clubs and the launch of our Warm-Up events to reward some of our loyal fans
- Inviting loyal fans to Carrington to meet players and ask questions as part of our fan press conferences and new player signings.
- Rewarding over 30,000 fans who made the trip to Wembley for the Carabao Cup final with a free scarf and at the FA Cup final a free bucket hat.
1. Review the first year of operation of our FAB and make any relevant updates to its terms of reference.

2. Publish our first Annual Report and an updated Engagement Plan to cover the 2023-24 season.

3. Consider the contents of the government’s recent White Paper on Reforming Club Football Governance and consequent developments, where they impact directly or indirectly on fan engagement.

4. Undertake a review of our Equality, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) commitments and delivery to ensure our fan engagement processes are fully representative.

5. Launch a twice a year communication to fans from our CEO.

6. Deliver our new Supporters’ Club strategy, working to strengthen this global network of fans.

7. Increase our fan-focused and fan-generated content across our channels, bringing fans closer to the club.

8. Work with our club partners to reward loyal fans with exclusive opportunities and prizes.

9. Launch a new fan engagement section on our website, where you can find more information about our work and share your views, updates, and resources on our fan engagement initiatives.

10. Make it even easier for fans to have their say and feedback their thoughts.

We will provide updates on these new commitments as part of our end-of-season review and our upcoming plan for the next season. Thank you for being a vital part of our ongoing journey.
Our strategy is a simple one – to put football and fans first. Everything we do, and every decision we take, is viewed through that lens and should contribute to improving our on-field performance and the experience for our fans.

I hope this plan has provided you with assurance about the huge amount of work already underway and our plans for the future. We are working hard to strengthen the role of fans at the heart of the club, and I can promise you that we will continue to invest time and resources into strengthening our engagement with fans and ensuring you can have your say and be listened to.

I am proud of the great progress we have made in the last 12 months but can assure you we have big plans and an unwavering determination to get even better. I encourage any fan reading this who is considering getting involved in a fan group or Supporters’ Club to do so. We need you and together we can win the United way.

Thank you again for your fantastic support and loyalty. Everyone at Manchester United Football Club greatly appreciates it.

Richard Arnold, CEO Manchester United